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QUESTION 1

Consider a scenario in easy cost planning where you plan dates and resources in network activities and the system
automatically determines the corresponding planned costs as part of network costing. In this scenario planned costs are
determined for which of the following? There are 3 correct answers to this question. Response: 

A. Primary costs for general costs activities 

B. Primary costs for material components 

C. Primary costs for service activities 

D. Activity inputs for internally-processed activities 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

Assume you have created a sales order for a material to which a strategy group for assembly processing 

has been assigned and the system automatically created a so-called assembly order in the background 

and started assembly processing. 

In this case, the assembly processing omits which stage and generates an operative order directly from 

the sales order? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. Billing stage 

B. Delivery stage 

C. MRP Planning stage 

D. Scheduling stage 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following combination of assignment to an externally-processed activity allows you to carry 

out capacity planning for your vendors? Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. Work center and planned work 
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B. Work center and activity 

C. Activity and task 

D. Work center and vendor 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

With reference to WBS scheduling, which of the following statements are FALSE? Please choose the correct answer. 

A. In WBS scheduling, the activities which are assigned to the selected WBS elements are scheduled. In network
scheduling on the other hand, all activities which belong to the network are scheduled. 

B. Activities which are not scheduled, but have relationships to activities involved in scheduling, are viewed as external
activities. In this case, the dates of the external activity are taken into account as restricting dates. 

C. The execution of WBS scheduling consists of 2 steps: 

1.

 Determining the initial dates (start dates for forward scheduling or finish dates for backward 

scheduhngy 

2.

 Transferring the dates of the activities into respective network headers and WBS elements. 

D. If you selected scheduling type \\'WBS determines dates\\', the earliest start date of the activities is defaulted from the
respective WBS elements in case of forward scheduling (or the latest finish date of 

the activities in case of backward scheduling). 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Assume you have created a sales order for a material to which a strategy group for assembly processing has been
assigned and the system automatically created a so-called assembly order in the background and started assembly
processing. In this case, the assembly processing omits which stage and generates an operative order directly from the
sales order? Please choose the correct answer. 

A. Delivery stage 

B. Scheduling stage 

C. MRP Planning stage 

D. Billing stage 

Correct Answer: C 
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